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This is one of the most powerful Law of Attraction books you will ever read. It was written by a
lottery winner who understands how the Law of Attraction works and how it can be used to attract
money. The Law of Attraction is not a fly-by-night fad, but a powerfully creative force that can give
you the life of your dreams if you know how to use it, so the better you understand this power the
faster it will manifest your desires. By reading this book you will learn proven strategies that will help
you manifest money, a new job, a life partner, a lucrative business or anything else that you can
make a part of your beliefs and feelings. Everyday millions of people are introduced to the Law of
Attraction through books, CDs and other materials. Unfortunately, only a small percentage of these
people achieve their goals because much of this information fails to present an accurate explanation
of this power and how to use it effectively, but this book will give hope to millions of people who
want to learn the secrets of the Law of Attraction. While writing this book it was my intention that you
learn about the Law of Attraction without having to read through hundreds of pages of boring filler,
so I created a book that explains the facts quickly and clearly so that you can begin manifesting
money as soon as you understand the concepts presented in this book. Are you ready to learn the
secrets of the Law of Attraction?
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I am an author of a audiobook that covers a lot of what Mr Coronado covers in this book and I have
to say what an outstanding book this is.I bought it out of curiosity and stayed for the show. If you are

looking to change your life then make this book a part of it, everything he speaks about here is the
truth and nothing but the truth, but here's the gift, you would have to purchase at least three other
books to get the same information that you get here.

This book provides what many other LOA books lack...how-to information. Many are misled to
believe that applying The Law involves sitting and doing nothing, when in fact it is the opposite.The
process of reorganizing and harmonizing one's thoughts requires action, discipline and focus. It is
indeed a science. Mr. Eddie Coronado has freely shared techniques such as creative visualization
to assist those who are serious about changing their lives and harmonizing themselves with
Universal Law. It's a must-read!

I've read many law of attraction books including The Secret by Rhonda Byrne. The content in this
book opened my mind even further. I gained a better understanding of what creative visualization
looks like and how it is done. Thank you Eddie for sharing this with me :)

I was debating on getting this book since I have read so many law of attraction books. This one is
really awesome! I loved it. Detailed and easy to read. I am sure you COULD win the lottery DOING
the techniques in the book. Information was great and I will be using it for my own lottery win :)

The Law of Attraction aka The Secret lead me to this book and I am very grateful for that. I just
finished Eddie's book and I have to say that I am impressed. I chose the five star rating because I
believe that his advice when followed as he has outlined it will lead you to wealth and an overall
better outlook on life. I am a person who has been using the Law of Attraction for about 3 years now
with missed results. After reading this book I can see where I have made many mistakes in the past.
I plan to use what I learned from this book to really get what I want and make my dreams come true.
The biggest mistake that I made in the past was making this a hobby(doing the affirmations,
visualizations, feelings and so on once in a while) instead of making it a way of life(doing the
affirmations, visualizations, feelings and so on on a daily basis). If I can find time for tv and
newspapers everyday then I can find the time to practice the Law everyday. Thanks to the Law of
Attraction and this book I am now ready to make this a way of life.

Eddie Coronado provides a clear, concise and an all-embracing foundation and a solid introduction
to the Universal Law of Attraction and how to Manifest Abundance and or any thing you emotionally

desire. It was like reading Law of Attraction Cliff notes that explained every thing and kept you
engaged. The Universal Law of Attraction was never explained so heart-felt. I highly recommend
this book for any one who wishes to attract success both financially and personally!

Before buying the book I questioned what advice a book costing only $3 could offer me. But to my
surprise I got more than I bargained for.. This book teaches you how to approach life.. It is under
price for what it offers. For those who are still searching for a filler for that " void" read this book. It is
an easy read and quite fulfilling. You may not win the lotto but win an even bigger prize....knowledge
and understanding!!!! And we know what we can do with knowledge....

There are enough small nuggets of gold in this e-book to look past it's small size.I would have loved
to see more detail in the authors personal LOA methods, but for under $3.00, it's definitely worth the
money.Thank you Mr. Coronado
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